Evolve or perish:
Embracing Digital
Disruption

Paradigm shift

On June 3, 2014, Goldman Sachs’
Chairman & CEO, Lloyd Blankfein,
declared Goldman Sachs to be a

technology firm.

“We are a
technology
firm”

The Digital Multiplier
•

Digital transformation represents the single most compelling opportunity for legacy businesses to
compete with rapidly-emerging disruptors and increase their market valuation.

•

At its core, Amazon is a highly efficient supply chain/distribution company. By leveraging their
proprietary technology platform, they position themselves as a digital business and achieve a
corresponding market cap of $480 billion and a P/E ratio of 188.

•

Companies that have pivoted - either organically or through M&A - are generating outsized valuations
and market capitalization consistent tech companies like Apple, Google and Facebook.

Domino’s Pizza: DZP

Netflix: NFLX

With the introduction of their online pizza
tracker in 2008, Domino’s Pizza began their
transition away from a legacy fast food
company that sold online, into an e-commerce
company that just happens to sell pizza.

Netflix’s core operating model was threatened by streaming.
Recognizing this innovation as both a challenge and an opportunity,
the company quickly pivoted the franchise into a streaming service,
repositioning itself from a movie rental business (and market cap)
into a digital business with a current market cap of $65 billion.

Retail: Brick-and-mortars have closed at an alarming rate

Source: Business Insider

Storefronts are slowly but surely adopting new technology
Zara leverages a network of
RFID chips to understand
customer tastes, which
influence the design of new
items and keep the stores
stocked with hot fashion
(revenues rose 70% from
2011 to 2016).

Home Depot, Target and
Wal-Mart are partnering
with Google to create voice
activated in-store shopping
experiences.

Target and Pinterest have
launched a visual search
partnership, enabling Target
customers to snap a picture
and find related products
based on that photo.

October 2017- Toys-R-Us
launches Play Chaser, an instore app that allows
smartphone users to scan
QR codes and unlock AR
games.

October 2017- PayPal
announces that more than 2
million U.S. retailers will
now be able to accept
payments through Venmo.

Wal-Mart is trialing Pickup
Towers in stores, serving as
a high-tech vending
machine that can fulfill
online orders in less than a
minute.

The evolution of money and beyond
Mental Accounting

Online banking

Subjective Ledgers

Digital representation

Gold coins

Alternative currencies

Universal ledgers

Decentralized digital money

Utility

Paper currency

Barter system

Fiat money

Physical objects

Corporate tokens

Objective ledgers

Digital money

Source: Unocoin

Storefronts are slowly but surely adopting new technology
Payments

Personal Finance Management

Alternative Currencies

Wealth Management
and Advice

Product and Service Advice

Crowdfunding
(Capital and Debt)

Peer and Pre-approved Lending

Source: Knowledge @ Wharton

Legacy financial institutions are embracing digital transformation
December 2016 Bridgewater announced
development of AI project
that will automate
everything, from day-to-day
management of investment,
to organizing staff days,
even hiring and firing.

BNY Mellon has launched
more than 220 “bots” in the
last 18 months with Artificial
Intelligence solutions for
banking.

BlackRock is investing more
and more in Aladdin, its
data science platform
providing investible insights
for both quantitative and
financial investors.

February 2017- Wells Fargo
created AI team within
Payments, Virtual Solutions
& Innovation group to
develop products that will
provide a personalized
customer experience.

December 2016 - MetLife
released a VR customer
service platform in India
through its innovation lab.

March 2017- John Hancock
Financial launched
MyPortfolio, an automated
digital wealth advice
platform.

The future =

operational excellence
table stakes

Operational & Process leader
GM of the functional utility. Lead
technology strategy, business
relationships, budgeting and the fusion
of technology/ business processes.
Focus on applications, infrastructure
and IT operations that support core
business operations and the broader
business agenda. Technical
competencies reflect an implement,
integrate and manage skill portfolio.
Partner with divisional leaders and
functional peers in order to ensure
business alignment; Well developed
interpersonal, presentation and
communication skills.
Uber program manager able to drive
multiple, concurrent projects to
successful resolution on time, on
budget and according to specification.

X innovation
Digital & Transformational leader

2010

2010

2010

2010

2018

Visionary whose orientation is towards
innovation, problem solving and value
creation. Master of change management
across people, processes and technology

2018

Leverages new technologies and concepts
in order to create business models that
stimulate change. Data orientation
enhances customer experience and
insight.

2018

Deliver solutions to drive the company’s
broader objectives via Agile approach and
software engineering/platform resources.
Cyber and security is central to business
agenda.

2018

“Ambassador” for the brand who plays a
prominent role in market reputation as it
pertains to commercial outcomes and as
a catalyst for attracting talent.
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Digital is creating new roles and fundamentally changing
existing ones
Key players in a digital transformation include new catalyst roles that have emerged to accelerate transformation and
existing roles that require increasingly digitally-savvy leaders.

Chief Data Officer

Chief Analytics Officer

Digital GM

Chief Marketing Officer

Manage infrastructure to harness
data from across the organization in
order to create actionable insight

Partner with key business leaders to
use analytics to inform business
optimize operations, decisions and
guide strategies with business
intelligence and insight

Commercial leader of digital
product or channels with separate
P&L, including omni-channel
commerce and the associated
product portfolio

Lead an analytical, data driven
marketing function. Partner with IT
to leverage new technologies for
improved customer insight ad
experience

Chief Information Security
Officer

Chief Technology Officer

Chief Information Officer

Chief Digital Officer

Responsible for enterprise
information/cyber-security vision
and execution, including risk
management , compliance and data
privacy

Technology visionary responsible
for engineering innovative
technology & software
platforms/products for internal and
commercial deployment.

Orientation is towards internal
systems and operational technology.
Key enabler of digital transformation
by building a strong technology
infrastructure

Partner with senior
leadership in defining and
executing digital strategy across all
functions and platforms,
accelerating digital transformation

Digital transformation & the road to digital adoption
Companies are now taking an integrated approach to digital transformation
2015

2012

0%

Digital Awareness

2018+

Digital Adoption

Digital Enabled

Approach

○ Experimentation

○ Integration

○ Data leads the business with insight

Vision &
Strategy

○ Increasing awareness of risks &

○ We have a digital strategy

○ Digital is an inherent thread in the

Leadership
team

○ A few director-level digital

Organizational
Structure

○ Digital talent is scattered and/or

View of
Customer

○ Some visibility in some channels

○ Some visibility in all channels but disjointed

○ Single view of customer across all

Culture

○ Rigid, inflexible

○ In transition

○ Innovation and adaptability

Board
Composition

○ No digital directors

○ 1-2 digital directors

○ 3+ digital directors

○ Doesn’t know how to ask the right

○ Engaged in, and supportive of, the digital

○ Thoughtful approach to strategy,

Governance

opportunities

executives (likely junior)

siloed

questions

from data assets
company’s strategy

○ Several digital leaders in catalyst roles or key ○ Digital is a competency of all C-Suite
functions (CMO, CTO, etc.)

execs, including CEO

○ Stand alone digital function or concentration ○ Digital competency at all levels and
of digital talent in a few key functions

agenda

areas

channels

embedded. Learning-orientation

succession planning, and ongoing
innovation

100%

The elements of transformation
Enablers of successful digital integration

Om

evDiG

DatAn+

Omnichannel

An evolved digital
organizational structure

Data & analytics

CybR

TrL

EGOV

Effective cyber security

Transformation as a
leadership competency

Effective
governance

Agile culture transformation

Data & analytics are the driving forces of integration
Transforming all industries
Strategic Effects of Big Data

Big Data
Dramatic increase of available information
and increasingly sophisticated analytics
tools can be used to better serve and
target customers, refine operations and
create monetizable products

1

New business models

2

Different-in-kind economics

3

Low barriers to entry for innovators

4

Incumbents must adapt

5

New risks (i.e. Privacy)
Operational Effects of Big Data

15 out of 17
Number of sectors with companies storing
more data than US library of Congress

1

Improved process efficiency

2

Enhanced employee productivity

3

Demand for greater operational transparency

4

Improved service

5

More customer insight

The increasing quantity and availability of data is a significant contributor
to the rise in major cyber security breaches over the past several years

The role and importance of cyber security has escalated rapidly, resulting in a

talent gap

between the demand and supply

Pace of
change

Talent
Availability

• Security primarily an internal
function with limited understood
external threats

2000-2007

• Explosion of external threats
• Security is more about outside
threats as inside
• Volume of threats and sources
proliferate
• Organizations recognize the risk of
cyber vulnerability

2007-2012

• Impact of cyber breaches is
significant on both revenue and
reputation
• Frequent high profile breaches,
amplified by media coverage make
cyber security a board issue
• Threat landscape becomes more
complex
• Increased amount of data and
digitization of core business makes
cyber risks even
more acute

2012-2015

Digital disruption by industry

Industries are moving at different paces - % of executives who feel their business has already been
significantly disrupted by digital technology:

39%

Industrial

43%

Asset/
Wealth
Management

47%

50%

51%

52%

52%

53%

Healthcare

Education

Business
Professional
Services

Not
for
Profit

Consumer
Packaged
Goods

Insurance

57%

57%

Tech

Retail

61%

64%

Consumer
Financial
Services

Telecoms

72%

Media

Why was the CDO role created?

25%

CMOs think the IT team doesn’t understand the
need to address market conditions quickly

40%

CIOs believe marketing requirements and
priorities change too often

42%

CMOs agree that “technology is siloed and too
difficult to use” for cross-channel experiences

25%

CIOs say CMOs lack vision to anticipate new
digital channels

Source: Accenture 2014 Interactive CMO-CIO Alignment Survey

Do CDOs exist because CMOs and
CIOs are not aligned and
refuse to change?

Digital transformation game plan

Themes & opportunities for disruption
Which one
are

YOU?
1. Disruption is a process, not an event
2. Disruption does not mean

total destruction

3. Disruption enters through the basement door
4. Ironically, disruption generally sets in on the heels of your greatest success
5. For this reason, the hardest thing for an incumbent to do is to stand up a disruptive business when the
core business is still healthy:
• Frame the disruption as a threat to elicit a resource commitment – never let a good crisis go to waste!
• Place responsibility for response in an independent unit for which it represents pure opportunity – is this
right?

Harvard Business School: Confronting Disruption

